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Abstract
Integration of different energy infrastructures (heat, electricity and gas vectors) offers great potential for better
managing energy sources, reducing consumption and waste as well as enabling a higher share of renewables,
lower environmental impact and lower costs. This paper aims at reviewing the state-of-the-art energy system
infrastructures in order to provide a comprehensive overview of technologies, operational strategies, modelling
aspects and the trends towards integration of heat, electricity and gas infrastructures.
Various technological domains are taken into account, ranging from energy distribution networks (thermal,
electric and gas), components for the energy vector conversion (e.g. combined heat and power, power to heat,
power to gas, etc.) and energy storage. Furthermore, the aspects related to smart management in energy systems
are investigated, such as integration of renewable energy sources and energy recovery systems.
Keywords
energy infrastructure, smart energy systems, smart grid, hybrid energy systems, district heating, gas grid.
1. Introduction
Energy is produced, stored and transported over distances ranging from metres to thousands of kilometres in
one of the three basic forms: thermal, electric and chemical [1]. This requires proper energy infrastructures
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Traditional energy infrastructure interconnection
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Traditionally, primary energy, such as natural gas 1, is extracted, transported (Fig.1 right) and used in energy
conversion processes in two main ways: to produce electricity in large power plants (Fig.1 centre) or to produce
heat, mainly in boilers installed in buildings (Fig.1 left). This has required the development of fuel grids and
electricity grids at national and trans-national levels. These networks have grown mainly independently, with
only simple connections between them. The introduction of cogeneration and district heating networks has
caused the appearance of constraints in the energy vector conversion and established a stronger connection
between the three grids.
For decades, technology has made significant advances: renewable energy technologies have gained larger
shares, different types of storage systems have been proposed with the goal of increasing the system flexibility,
and energy vector conversion systems are playing an increasingly large role.
Such innovations have enabled the possibility of integrating the various energy vectors, increasing the
efficiency of fossil fuelled systems, increasing the share of renewable energy sources in the overall energy
mix, increasing the supply security and lowering energy costs. Energy vector demands can be satisfied more
efficiently when combining the use of various energy vectors in an optimal way. As an example, in [2] the
case of Denmark shows that district heating and the gas network have much more capacity than the electricity
grid, both in terms of distribution and storage. In this framework, energy vector conversions can contribute to
overcoming peaks in the demand or in the production, or smooth cost variations of an energy vector.
Furthermore, the storage of energy in a different form will enable long-term storage, as in the case of electricity
transformed into heat or chemical energy, the latter enabling also long-distance transportation.
Although the three basic energy infrastructures were originally developed as independent networks, they are
now evolving, exerting multiple critical influences on each other. This is true for generation and storage units,
as well as for the transport systems. An overall view of the energy infrastructures is thus crucial for a global
understanding of each separate system and potential for a combined management. Understanding mutual
influences is fundamental in order to allow jointly optimal design and operation in terms of economic and
thermodynamic efficiency and reliability operations. The growing importance of integration in the energy
sector can be seen at EU level [3] as an opportunity to handle the increasing rate of renewable energy. This is
true with respect to the coupling of electric and gas markets at high scale also considering the existing gas and
electric infrastructures. It also applies to the expansion of district heating among others to further a better
integration of renewable energy sources into the heating as well as the electricity sectors.
Multi-energy systems - sometimes referred to as smart energy systems [4] - represent a framework where
various energy vectors interact with each other at various levels. The literature shows growing interest in this
topic. In [5], various modelling approaches, evaluation methods and performance metrics resulting from a
literature review are presented. From an industrial (or applicative) perspective, this concept has been translated
into energy hubs, micro-grids and virtual power plants. Relevant examples of these applications are described
in [6]. The ultimate strategic goals of the research in this field are the development of proper approaches for
the optimal design and operation of the unified energy systems and the development of efficient and reliable
systems able to make the infrastructures increasingly flexible. This is true at all scales: starting from an
energetically self-sustainable remote village or a town where centralized district heating is fully integrated
with gas and electricity supply and delivery, and extending to jointly optimal transmission of gas and electricity
at regional, national and international scales.
This review paper aims at discussing the main features of three energy vector infrastructures, namely gas,
electricity and heat networks. As the energy infrastructure (as shown in Fig. 1) is characterized by distribution,
storage and conversion systems, the following topics are investigated for each network: general trends, network
modelling, energy conversion systems and storage. The transition of energy infrastructure towards future
(integrated) energy systems is discussed. The final goals of this paper are: 1) to contribute to developing a
global vision and 2) to highlight the current research directions. In order to do this, various topics need to be
taken into account, ranging from thermal and electric machines, distributed and non-traditional energy sources,
gas and thermal pipe flows and power electronics, to expertise in theoretical engineering disciplines, such as
optimization theory, control theory, computer science and machine learning.
The paper is structured as follows:
 In section 2, the characteristics of the energy infrastructures are introduced and an overview of multienergy systems is provided.
Looking at energy vectors focusing on future perspectives as well as on infrastructures integration we will not discuss
other fossil fuels such as oil and coal, despite the fact that synthetic gasoline could be developed utilizing electric energy
overproduction; likewise, biomass will not be considered given its small impact in the overall energy mix.
1
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A description of the energy infrastructures, i.e. networks (trends and modelling), storage and
conversion components, for each energy vector is provided in sections 3.1-3.4
 Management of the renewable energy sources and energy recovery system integration is discussed in
section 4.
Finally, the status of integrated energy infrastructures and the scientific, industrial and policy challenges to
address are discussed.
2. Defining infrastructure for multi-energy systems
The purpose of an energy infrastructure is to produce, transform and transport energy. Energy infrastructures
are:
 The networks used to transport and distribute the energy vectors. These are gas pipelines, electric grids
and district heating and cooling networks to transport gas, electricity and heat (and cold), respectively.
 Energy conversion units, such as heat only boilers (gas-to-heat), power plants (gas-to-power),
cogeneration plants (gas-to-heat and power), heat pumps (power-to-heat) and technologies which
convert electric energy into fuel such as hydrogen and methane (power-to-gas).
 Energy storages that can store gas, electricity, heat or other chemical species, for short or long periods
of time.
An energy infrastructure system is schematized in Fig. 2. The energy infrastructure system is shown in the
centre of the figure, the input on the right side and the output on the left side. Because of the strong correlation
between the three energy vectors obtained through the conversion units, the overall system can be considered
a multi-energy system.
The boundary of an energy infrastructure system depends on the area and the scale of the analysis. The area
being examined could be a district, a city, a region or a country. The input quantities entering an energy
infrastructure system are:
 Energy vectors imported from outside the system (entry of pipelines, import of electricity, etc.)
 Renewable energy sources convertible to energy vectors (wind, solar, hydro, ocean, geothermal,
biomass).
 Reservoir of energy vectors located in the system (such as gas reservoirs).
 Waste heat obtained from other processes (usually industrial plants and in the future power-to-gas and
similar conversion units).
Energy vectors are provided to industrial plants, buildings, vehicles or supplied to other energy systems which
are the end-users.
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Fig. 2 Definition of main energy infrastructures
This review paper describes the energy infrastructure and the connections that can enable economic and
environmental benefits. The analysis mainly concerns technologies with a Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
higher than 7, i.e. system prototype demonstration in operational environment [7], in order to analyse the
potential of interconnected networks in the short to medium term. Therefore, technologies in the process of
laboratory validation are not among the topics of the review. However, the modelling of future multi-energy
systems should include many more conversion units in an integrated approach.
Natural gas is considered the only chemical energy vector in this analysis. Firstly, this is because natural gas
networks are already a widespread technology worldwide, with existing infrastructures for long-distance
transmission and prevalent distribution down to building level in various countries. Secondly, natural gas is
one of the most used fuels for its high heating value and low environmental impact compared to other fossil
fuels (in addition, its role is considered reinforced in future scenarios, since the use of natural gas is spreading
worldwide, at the expense of coal and oil [8].). Thirdly, it offers the possibility of being easily transformed
from and to other energy vectors, making the combined use of multi-energy networks interesting and
increasing its flexibility. Furthermore, natural gas optimizes dynamic management at both the transport and
distribution stages (both small- and large-scale. This occurs because transport/distribution systems are
conceived to directly connect the end-users leaving them sufficiently unrestricted to adjust energy
consumption. This allows for global management of these kinds of systems. For this reason most of the works
available in the literature on multi-energy systems consider thermal, electricity and natural gas networks.
Further processes converting electricity into commodities ranging from electric car charging (power-tovehicle) as well as liquid fuels to potable water will be mentioned but are beyond the scope of this paper, which
is to assess comprehensive integration of the three abovementioned infrastructures (power-to-X). This is also
the reason why oil networks as well as biomass and coal have not been considered in the current work, as they
have a low level of integration with other energy infrastructures.
Moving towards a multi-energy system means moving towards an integrated concept of energy infrastructures.
It creates higher flexibility due to the extra degrees of freedom of the integrated system, allowing minimization
of the overall consumption of primary energy resources by increasing the system performance, handling a
higher share of renewables, as well as better managing unexpected events. Moreover, as discussed in the
following, it will allow for the use of more affordable storage solutions [9].
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Figure 3 shows two promising pathways to exploiting multi-energy systems as integrated energy
infrastructures. Both cases consider management of excess electricity. In case A (Figure 3a), mismatches
between electricity production and demand are converted into thermal energy by means of power-to-heat
technology (heat pump, described in section 3.3.3) and injected into the thermal grid. Heat can be directly used
or stored. The other systems such as heat-only boilers or cogeneration plants should be adjusted according to
the network control strategies, thus generally affecting gas consumption and electricity production. In case B
(Figure 3b), excess electricity is converted into gas through the use of power-to-gas technology (section 3.3.2)
and injected in the gas grid. Multiple energy vectors should be considered while examining these options in
order to 1) evaluate the installation potential of the energy conversion systems in each specific case, 2) select
the optimal location of storage units and energy conversion systems, 3) evaluate best operations of network,
storage and energy conversion systems. In particular, an investigation of the potential of case A (power-toheat) requires: 1) modelling the electricity network to investigate where excess electricity is more significant
2) analysing effects and expenses for power-to-heat transformation 3) modelling the effects of injection of heat
in the thermal network 4) evaluating the potential of storing heat in pipelines or in thermal storage.
Furthermore, in case A the conversion also affects the rest of the electricity network and the cogeneration
plants which should also be taken into account. Future conceptions of energy systems should consider the
various energy vectors as complementary and fully integrated, not as separate units.
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Fig.3 Two ways to exploit a multi-energy system as an integrated energy infrastructure

3. Energy infrastructures
3.1 Network Trends
3.1.1 Thermal networks
District heating networks are widespread not only because of the possibility of integrating high performance
plants but also due to the exploitability of renewable energy sources and waste heat. The total number of DH
systems has been estimated to about 80,000 [10]. Among the largest are the networks in Moscow, New York,
Paris, Warsaw, and Saint Petersburg. Two examples of low temperature networks are Otokos and Lystrup
networks [11]. Large district cooling networks can be found in Hong Kong, Helsinki and Munich. The cost of
the installation of a thermal network pipeline ranges from 300 to 1500 €/m [12, 13].
Cogeneration provides about 56% of the heat demand of DH, as reported in [14]. Use of cogeneration plants
for space heating allows significant reduction of primary energy needs and CO2 emissions (4 million tons for
a 5 MWel plant) [15]; this is particularly true if the optimal cogeneration ratio is used, as shown in [16].
Integration of renewable energy sources and waste heat are discussed in sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
Table 1 reports the characteristics, modelling aspects and main trends for the various energy vectors, among
which is district heating.
The current tendency of the district heating technology is to move towards low supply temperatures (30-70
°C), i.e. the so-called 4th generation district heating, thoroughly described in [17]. This allows a better energy
exploitation, thanks to the valorisation of low exergy heat, as shown in [18,19], heat generated by renewable
sources [20] (such as solar) and heat extracted at low temperature during expansion in power plants [21]. This
leads to a change in the energy infrastructures because of the necessity for guaranteeing the heat provided to
the users. Considering the same building request, larger pipelines are thus needed to transport higher mass
flow. Indeed, investment costs for the pipeline construction may become higher in this case, but this effect
decreases along with the demands of buildings (for both material, insulation and excavation). Various methods
are proposed in [22] to overcome limitations on existing networks due to pipeline dimension in order to
increase the number of users connected to a DH network without variation in pipeline layout.
Another tendency is on the increasing use of metering devices, as shown in [23]. The possibility of monitoring
various quantities (temperature, pressure, mass flow) offers various benefits, such as the real time evaluation
of energy performance, implementation of advanced control strategies and detection of possible operational
anomalies (leakages, malfunctions or fouling presence). Data-driven models can typically be used for these
purposes.
District cooling is also gaining popularity due to the potential higher performance (based on primary energy)
with respect to individual chiller plants installed in buildings [24]. District cooling represents a solution whose
deployment is continuously increasing, despite the lack of solid statistical data [14]; as an example it has been
deployed in Paris (the largest in Europe), Vienna, Helsinki, Lisbon, and London. The world’s largest network
is in Doha, Qatar, and there are many other solutions with increasing degrees of complexity like Stockholm
where free cooling from sea water is used or Barcelona where it is integrated with an LNG plant. District
cooling currently dominates service sector buildings, both with vapour compression chillers and absorption
chillers, often integrated with waste heat from industrial plants, cogeneration or renewables, to better exploit
heat availability during the summer. The use of absorption chillers is well established, both in large buildings
and district networks, being around 4% of the installed cooling power. Examples are reported in [25] and [10].
The performance of absorption chillers is improving; in [26] it is shown that single effect chillers require 8090°C as input temperature with 0.6-0.7 COP, but 55-60°C is still enough to operate. This technology can thus
operate even in the context of low-temperature networks.
3.1.2 Electric networks
Due to a transition in renewables and an electric grid paradigm shift [27], the main challenge in the current
electric power grid is the increase in many new sources of uncertainty, as shown in [28]. Most noticeably,
renewable energy generation from wind and solar, which has been introduced into the grid with an everincreasing rate during the last two decades, is naturally uncertain. Integration of the new renewable resources
forces the power grid to operate in regimes never experienced by power system operators before. The system
more and more often nears boundaries of safe operation where loss of synchrony and/or voltage collapse
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becomes much more probable. The renewables also cause much more frequent reversals of the flows at both
transmission and distribution levels, thus creating a challenge for many traditional paradigms which were
developed in the past reality with fewer possible operational scenarios than today. These new criticalities have
not only imposed significant stress on the system but also led to new opportunities in developing and
implementing in operations new technologies and considerations at both local (devices) and system
(distribution- or transmission-wide) levels. New optimization and control schemes which account for
underlying uncertainty and are capable of navigating the system closer to its operational limits are in the
process of being developed and implemented. Many new market and regulatory frameworks, described in [29],
as well as resources not previously used are called on to help reduce the increasing stress on the grid [30].
Demand response, reviewed in [31], is considered an important new option for efficient navigation of the
system through the uncertainty as well as storage options, reviewed in [32]. Joint operations of energy system
grids are also considered as a way towards more efficient operations which would also help to navigate through
emergencies caused by the aforementioned (and other) uncertainties.
3.1.3 Gas networks
Many consumers worldwide depend on gas for heating. Gas is also one of the most flexible, widely available
and cheapest options for power generation. More than 3 million kilometres of natural gas pipelines have been
installed in the world, most in the US and Russia. The cost is usually in the range 100-150 $/km [33]. There
are three main types of gas pipelines: gathering (from production wells to pre-processing plants), transmission
(from pre-processing plants to distribution systems) and distribution lines [34].
Both the design and operation of the gas delivery systems are important in order to reach high performance.
The design and planning procedure of gas delivery systems are presented in [35-37]. Gas delivery over long
distances is done via the natural gas transmission system which is capable of transporting gas from producers
(or points of transits) to consumers over thousands of kilometres; details on design procedure are provided in
[38, 39] for onshore and offshore projects, respectively. For this long-haul transmission, gas needs to be
compressed multiple times at compressor stations, typically every 120-160 km [40]. Compression, distributed
over the entire natural gas networks, is needed to maintain pressure within the pipe line sufficiently high to be
able to extract gas from the system at the city gates and at the power generators connected to the system at the
transmission level.
Currently optimal scheduling of the compression, minimizing compression consumption under constrained
pressure bounds, summarizes the main task, which requires an online resolution to guarantee economically
viable and safe operations. In [41], a geometric programming approach connected to models of real natural
gas pipelines is shown to consistently outperform approaches used for optimizing compressor operations.
In various works, such as [42] and [43], optimization procedures are proposed for operations of steady flow
gas pipelines with the aim to select the best system management in order to minimize power consumption.
These include the operating compressor number and the discharge pressure for each compressing stations.
Further works aim to increase the performance of the compression stations considering their reliability. As an
example, in [44], a tri-generative application (combined cooling, heating and power) has been shown to
achieve a primary energy savings of about 30% when fulfilling the station needs for heating, cooling and
electricity.
3.2 Network modelling
In this section, modelling of networks for the transport and distribution of energy vectors is discussed. In a
multi-energy framework, modelling the various networks is crucial for proper design of the components and
for optimal management, taking the topological and technical aspects into account. In the case of a power-toheat system, for instance, installation of heat pumps in strategic locations should include a proper modelling
of both the thermal and electricity networks. This allows one to investigate the effects of network dynamics
and possible critical fluxes.
From a modelling viewpoint, the various networks present similarities and discrepancies. Modelling of gas
and heat networks have some similarities but the dynamics are different since gas is a compressible fluid while
water in a DH context can be considered uncompressible. This makes the use of pipelines as a mass storage
promising for gas, while in the case of thermal networks, only the thermal capacity of the fluid can be exploited.
Models of both the thermal and gas networks present issues related to computational costs, due to the nonlinearity of the problem. This can be solved by different approaches, as explained in the two specific sections.
The dynamics of electricity modelling are significantly different due to the different nature of the physical
phenomena. In this case, the unpredictability of the production is the key issue to be modelled in order to solve
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problems related to the imbalance and losses. In a multi-energy framework, the modelling level depends on
the control volume considered and the issue to be solved. Table 1 presents a description of various types of
networks as well as a comparison between them.
Table 1. Energy network characteristics
Energy vector

Thermal
(heat and
cold)

Electricity

Gas

Driving force

Modelling

Main tendencies
1) Low-temperature networks (for
heat)
2) Technologies for data mining
3) Optimal management
4) Widespread district cooling
diffusion

Heat: Steam (in old
systems), superheated
water, low-temperature
water (advanced
systems)
Cold: cold water

Pressure gap

Electricity at various
voltage levels

Voltage gap:
Transmission
commonly >100 kV
Distribution
commonly 10-30
kV

Dynamic models
Stochastic, chance
constrained and robust
optimization
Markov decision
Processes and queuing
theory

1) Uncertainty due to renewables
penetration
2) Demand response
3) Exploration of boundaries of safe
operations close to synchrony loss
and/or voltage collapse

Pressure gap

Non-linear (turbulence
and high pressure)
problem for a
compressible flow

1) Optimal management of the
compression stations
2) Best exploitation of line-pack
effect
3) Supply security and security of the
infrastructure

Natural gas
(characteristics)

Non-linear problem
based on conservation
equation

3.2.1 Thermal network
District heating is managed by variation of mass flow and temperature of water produced in the various types
of plants. This becomes very important in the case of multiple sources. The research conducted in [45] presents
a predictive control strategy based on a mixed integer-linear problem formulation to manage the scheduling of
the boilers and thermal storage operation to minimize the power generation costs. In order to optimally
integrate various heat sources and find the optimal network layout, it is necessary to use network models. DH
network modelling is used in order to analyse possible modification of the system performance, profit and
emission by use of (for each item relevant references are provided):
a) Changes in the layout (new pipeline, different topology, new plants or storages). In [46] authors
investigate various pipe configurations to minimize thermal losses and propose options for low-energy
district heating. In [47] authors show the main design parameters associated with biomass district
heating systems in order to optimize them from environmental and economic viewpoints. In [48], the
optimal design of geothermal district heating is considered, taking into consideration pipe materials,
pressure losses and installation type.
b) Modifications in the operations (change in plant operation, optimal pumping management, criteria for
plant selection, and change of user scheduling). In [49], a district heating and cooling system is
considered. An optimal operation strategy is obtained acting on the number of operating chillers, the
supply temperature of water and the set points of the pumps. In [50], a control strategy is designed in
order to minimize operational costs considering heat-only boilers and thermal storage units, taking the
operational constraints of these systems into account. Pumping optimization is also considered in [51,
52] where a fast modelling approach of the network is proposed in order to promptly obtain the optimal
settings to react to load changes.
c) Unpredicted event occurrence (failure of pumps or plant components, leakages, unexpected demand
variation, fuel supply interruption). Methodologies for the optimal management of DH network
malfunctions are proposed in recent works. In [53] an optimization framework is designed in order to
minimize possible discomfort to the end-users due to pipe ruptures or pump failures. In [54] a
centralized optimization approach is proposed in order to adjust the thermal request of the various
buildings of a network when failures occur.
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Modelling can be performed by physical model or data interpolation. The latter consists of creating a function
(or combination of functions) by interpolation of wide ranges of experimental data for predicting the network
behaviour also in conditions not available in the dataset. Use of data interpolation may arise problems of lower
accuracy when extrapolation is required. Physical models allow simulating network behaviour by a numerical
solution to a thermo-fluidynamic problem. These are interesting mainly because of their potential to simulate
each range of conditions, design and management. Physical model allows computing of a) pressure
distribution, and b) temperature distribution along the pipelines. Mass flow accumulation can be neglected
because of the small density variation of water at temperatures used for heat distribution.
Depending on the requested quantities (pressure or temperature) and on the network layout (tree or looped)
two scenarios are possible:
 If only the thermal analysis is required and the network does not present loops, only mass and energy
conservation equations have to be solved; this leads to a linear problem which is fast and easy to solve
[55].
 When pressure values are also required or when the network is looped (making it necessary to
understand the mass flow distribution within the pipelines) both fluid-dynamic and thermal problems
are solved. In this case, the complete set of equations, included the momentum equation, has to be
solved. This is computationally intensive, especially in case of large networks.
Because the DH networks are usually looped in order to better manage possible malfunctions or leakages,
various approaches have been proposed to solve the complete set of equations.
An interesting approach is the loop method applied by Stevanovic et al. [56] to the Zenum network to solve
looped networks, although no information on computational cost is provided. It has a higher performance than
the Hardly Cross method [57] which was the first one built for network modelling and thus also applied to
district heating networks. In order to reduce the computational costs, which are high especially in the case of
large networks, two major aggregation methods have been proposed: the German aggregation method [58] and
the Denmark aggregation method [59]. These approaches lead to a simplification of the network topology, by
consequentially deleting nodes and branches of the network to build an equivalent network, as similar as
possible to the real network from a thermo-fluid dynamic point of view. They are compared in [60]; their main
limitation is connected to the use of transient problems in looped networks. Guelpa et al. proposed in [61] an
approach to evaluating both pressure and temperature distribution in large networks in reasonable
computational time. This is done by solving the complete set of equation in various parts of the network,
consequentially, instead of considering the network as a whole system and solving the complete problem. The
possibility of solving the problems in the various parts at different levels leads to a significant reduction in
computational cost which makes the approach suitable for large networks.
Considering management of DH networks by varying the temperature level at the production source (typical
of Nordic countries), the dynamics of the heat front has been studied in [62] where relevant physical
phenomena are classified and an approach to efficiently describe network dynamics is presented. The approach
has been applied to a simple example involving one producer and one consumer. Future works would include
tests in a more realistic DH network.
Considering the Modelica platform, a library for the modelling of thermal-energy transport in district heating
systems has been developed within the collaborative project AMBASSADOR funded by the European
Commission under the 7th Framework Programme. Details are provided in [63].
3.2.2 Electricity network
The new emerging electric grid criticalities and tendencies, reviewed in [64], require an introduction of new
modelling aspects. New state estimation/description models are appearing, i.e. models intended to better
describe the state of the system in the presence of actors such as uncertainty of resources, new technologies
and active consumers. Accounting for statistical aspects of the problems through probabilistic methods is
becoming a common trend as seen in papers [65] and [66]. Depending on the time scales analysed and the
phenomena involved, the models may be static or dynamic. More detailed analyses, and with richer models,
are made of dynamics associated with power-electronics and protection (tens of milliseconds), electromechanical transients (seconds), primary and secondary controls (tens of seconds), voltage transients and
dynamics of loads (minutes), in particular new type of loads, e.g. active and aggregated in ensembles. Richer
modelling is needed to achieve system security, e.g. how far is the state from a dangerous (or unclear) regime.
The state estimation models also guide new optimization and control paradigms, making the latter operations
aware and intended to navigate the system optimally both in terms of economic values and safety. The
optimization models take advantage of development in optimization theory and algorithms capable of efficient
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computations, provable bounds and relaxations [67]. New, extremely efficient and open-source simulation and
optimization solvers, based on Matlab®, python and Julia have been developed. References [68, 69] are
relevant examples of optimization and control formulations including stochastic and robust approaches.
Discussions on these types of problems are now common, for example the so-called chance-constrained and
probabilistically robust type, which shows to be a practical but also mathematically sound (guaranteed) way
to model uncertainty [70, 71]. The control formulations involving new resources and new types of active
consumers rely on advances in Markov Decision Processes and queuing theory [72, 73]. Advances in
optimization and control started to extend to more challenging multi-stage and multi-objective planning and
extension formulations aimed at maintaining and upgrading existing systems, and designing system of
principally new types in the future.
3.2.3 Gas network
Various approaches can be found in the literature for gas line modelling. Concerning analysis in steady state
conditions, dynamic programming has been widely used because it allows solving nonlinear problems and
guarantees a global optimum in both tree shaped and looped networks, as shown in [74] and [75], respectively.
Other interesting papers using different approaches in the literature are: gradient based procedure [76-78],
geometric approach [79] and non-linear programming [80-82]. Concerning unsteady conditions the most
widespread techniques are: hierarchical control [83-85] and nonlinear programming [86-88].
Compressibility of the gas flows results in the operational ability to use the natural gas system in a dynamic,
unbalanced way. One significant consequence of gas compressibility is the so-called line-pack effect – the gas
can be stored in pipes, allowing injection and consumption to be balanced not instantaneously but with a delay,
often extendable to tens of hours. The line-packing in gas pipelines consists of injecting more gas into the
pipelines when it is at disposal (off-peak time) in order to make it available when the request is high. This is
done by increasing the gas pressure, using an upstream compressor and closing a downstream valve. The linepacking issue has been studied in decades by using mathematical programming, as done in [89, 90].
Optimization of line-packing is discussed in [90-92]; this allows evaluating the best timetable and pressures of
compressor stations. Limits of the line-packing and for a single pipeline are discussed in [89] by considering
the aim of matching variation of demands and supplies. In [93], a model for the optimal control problem of
large-scale gas systems is proposed, also taking into account line-packing in modelling.
Similar to power systems, natural gas systems are undergoing revolutionary development. Many criticalities
and tendencies and new modelling aspects introduced in power systems apply, at least at the principle level,
to natural gas systems. Modelling operational uncertainty in the natural gas system is complicated due to the
fact that in order to resolve pipe flow one needs to account for the spatio-temporal evolution. This is modelled
through the system of coupled partial differential equations representing dynamics of gas flows, pressures and
other relevant characteristics within pipes, and not solely in the lump, nodal-only way justified in the case of
power systems. Therefore, many efforts to estimate the state of the natural gas systems have focused on
designing better, more accurate, and more efficient simulation methods and solvers which can provide
guarantees.
Optimization and control schemes in the modelling of natural gas have also become more advanced [34]. Many
principal advances in theory, algorithms and implementations already developed and emerging in power
system engineering are expected to extend, with proper adjustment, modification and improvements, to natural
gas engineering very soon. There are also developments in optimization and planning of the natural gas
systems, which are case specific, i.e. linked to special features of the natural gas systems. As an example,
recently discovered monotonicity [94] of the principal equations of the gas dynamics (also coined Aquarius
theorem) allow reducing robust optimization of the natural operations. This can e.g. consist of system-wide
optimal tuning of compressors) to a standard (deterministic) optimization which requires evolution of only two
extreme scenarios, most and least loaded, with guarantees that any other configuration of the natural gas
production-consumption input laying strictly between the two extremes will be bounded in terms of the output
by pressures and flows of the extreme configurations.
Other important topics connected to gas transport pipelines are security of the infrastructures [95, 96] and
supply security [97, 98]. Concerning the security of the gas transport line, in [96] a list of critical facilities in
Russia's gas transport system is provided; the work also proposes a way to minimize the negative effects of
emergency situations. Concerning security supply, various stochastic approaches for simulating the security
level for the supply are provided in the literature. Examples related to Europe’s and China’s supply can be
found in [98, 99]. In this framework, the individuation of bottleneck is an important aspect, discussed in [100,
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101] as well as the uncertainty related to the available information ranging from demand to pipe state and
characteristics continuously evolving [102].

3.3 Energy vector conversion
There are many possible ways to convert energy vectors from one form to another within the multi-energy
systems framework, thus enabling interconnections between different energy infrastructures. The energy
vector conversion ranges from well-known and highly deployed, so to say traditional, units to recent ones
gaining momentum. Among the most widespread are conversion of natural gas into heat and power, electricity
into heating and cooling, heat into cooling, and the latter aiming at converting renewable excess electric power
into gas or even other kinds of commodities. In this way, the usage of the excess electric energy is shifted,
anticipated or postponed, in different time intervals depending on the adopted solution. The higher the number
of energy conversion units and typologies involved (input-output energy vectors and performance curves), the
higher the overall integrated energy system flexibility; this is due to the higher number of independent variables
allowing to reach a more efficient system, improving the overall objective function e.g., savings of primary
energy, economic or related to the stability of the system. Proper knowledge and modelling of these devices is
crucial in order to exploit the potential of multi-energy systems. In the following subsections, the gas to heat,
power to heat and power to gas potential is discussed to provide a state-of-the-art for energy vector conversion.
3.3.1 Gas to heat, cooling and power
This section presents a set of technologies which have been commercially deployed in the last decades for
generating heat, power and cooling [103] and whose performance has been continuously improved in terms of
efficiency, flexibility and reliability [104].
On the one hand, below are listed the conventional units converting chemical energy of fuels into heat and/or
electric power, with focus on natural gas due to its possible transmission and distribution via gas network
infrastructures:
 Heat only boilers: converting fuel chemical energy into heat at different temperatures depending on the
customers’ needs.
 Electricity generators: converting fuel chemical energy into electric energy. Examples of such units are
reciprocating internal combustion engines, gas turbines, steam plants or Natural Gas Combined Cycles
(NGCC), with the first being the more common solution in the small scale and the last in the large scale
(both manage to provide high electric efficiency).
 Combined Heat and Power (CHP) units: converting fuel chemical energy simultaneously into heat and
electricity, with a large variety of correlations between heat and power production and fuel consumption.
As an example, volumetric internal combustion engines and gas turbines have plenty of thermal energy
available in their exhausts considering only a minor share of primary energy can be converted into electric
energy. This can range from above 20% of kW-sized micro-gas turbines to about 50% of MW-sized
volumetric internal combustion engines heavily depending on size and many other design features. In this
case both useful effects depend on one independent variable, which is the fuel consumption.
On the other hand, whether more complex prime movers such as NGCCs are adopted and heat could be
extracted from the steam turbine at high temperature by means of a valve, it will be possible to play both
with fuel as the first independent variable and with the ratio between the two useful effects using the valve
opening rate as second independent variable [105]. The number of independent variables could be increased
to three or more.
Several less conventional energy conversion units could be identified such as Stirling engines, especially at
the kW-sized scale, or boilers coupled with bottoming Organic Rankin Cycles (ORC). The latter is gaining
increasing importance due to its capability to convert unexploited heat into electric energy [106]. Higher
electric efficiency could be reached by fuel cells which can convert chemical energy into electricity directly
and by means of cogeneration. High temperature fuel cells, such as Solid Oxide Fuel Cells, could be directly
fed with natural gas produced by internally reforming the required hydrogen and reaching commercial
development at about 60% electric efficiency [107]. This said, it should be emphasised that gaseous biofuels
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[108] could also be burned to generate heat and power either alternately to natural gas or, if insufficient,
complementary with it, but affecting the natural gas Lower Heating Value (LHV).
Furthermore, cooling could be taken into account in connection with Combined Cooling, Heat and Power
(CCHP). This is realized at commercial scale by means of dedicated units generating cooling either by
absorption chillers utilizing waste heat produced by co-generative prime movers or by utilizing electrically
driven vapour compression chillers. Both could also be driven by gas; one by gas-fired engines and the other
by gas-fired absorption units as well as heat generated by gas combustion. A conversion from fuel to cooling,
bypassing electricity generation, is thus possible although still less common. The district heating network could
be utilized to feed absorption chillers converting heat into cooling at the users. This may imply a different
temperature drop at the users but can allow them to use heat also during summer when the request is lower but
the heat still available, e.g. one degree-of-freedom co-generative prime movers by-product. Another option is
to feed a small-scale cooling grid or a dedicated district cooling network directly by large absorption chillers
or by vapour compression chillers. The performance of the latter, as well as that of the vapour compression
heat pumps discussed in Section 3.2.4, are very sensitive to the ambient conditions and could also be deployed
at very small scale per single family. In such a case it should be considered as an ensemble clustering the input
and output energy fluxes whether connected to the same network, such as the electric one. Fully integrated trigenerative technologies capable of providing the three effects at the same time by means of more complex
thermodynamic cycles are still object of research [109].
3.3.2 Power-to-gas
Power-to-gas technologies facilitate interconnection between the electric and the gas networks in a
bidirectional fashion, utilizing the excess electric energy to generate hydrogen via water electrolysis. Several
technologies could be utilized, the more common are alkaline electrolysis, proton exchange membrane
electrolysis, and solid oxide electrolysis. The hydrogen produced can be either stored locally and reconverted
into electric energy when needed or injected into the natural gas grid up to a small percentage of the total
volumetric composition, e.g. 0-12 vol.% depending on the country specific regulations [110]. Another option
is to transport the hydrogen. Green hydrogen has proven to be an interesting option for decarbonisation of the
mobility sector [111], especially for large vehicles going through fixed routes such as trains. The challenges
related to hydrogen handling can be avoided dealing with, and via biological or catalytic methanation reaction
with carbon dioxide it could be utilized to produce synthetic methane. This creates further energy penalty and
process complexity but it enables the utilization of the generated methane in the gas network. P2G challenges
are related to the high costs and low electrolysis efficiency improvements, which are needed especially during
transient operation. Optimal technology will also depend on the size and transient management of the full chain
including methanation as well as the need for temporary hydrogen storage which is also costly [110]. A large
number of P2G studies were carried out in the last decade as well as pilot and demonstration projects [112].
Furthermore, the heat management of such kinds of technologies needs to be optimized paving the way for
cogeneration possibilities further tightening the infrastructure interconnections. System level studies of powerto-gas have also been carried out highlighting the impact on the electric and gas transmission networks. This
is not only to ensure long-term chemical storage of renewable overproduction reducing curtailment and
decarbonizing natural gas, but also to reduce congestion in both the gas and electric networks [113].
Power-to-gas is currently costly, however gaining momentum with about 50 projects comprising carbon
dioxide methanation, biogas and syngas upgrading to generate methane via three step reactions under
development, as reported in [112].
3.3.3 Power-to-Heat/Heat pumps
Power-to-heat is another possibility to further integrate energy systems, utilizing electric energy for heating
purposes either via direct heat generation at the customer or by feeding a heating network. Heat generation by
use of electric heaters and boilers has always been considered inefficient, while it can lead to primary energy
savings if done by heat pumps and at a low temperature suitable for floor heating or 4th generation district
heating [114]. The performance increases further by use of groundwater heat pumps [115, 116]. In this way it
represents an extra interconnection between the two systems, electric and thermal. Heat pumps can also be
utilized to produce high temperature heat, possibly in a centralized manner, to feed even third generation
district heating systems via high temperature heat pumps or electric boilers in presence of peaks of electric
generation from renewables, with the latter having far lower costs of investment. Power-to-heat has also been
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investigated, providing good results, as an indirect form of electricity storage when the heat at about 100⁰C is
converted back to electricity by means of heat engines [117]. However, the power-to-heat solution can be
utilized in a distributed fashion as a cluster of several heat pumps, which can behave as a virtual large consumer
consuming in a more or less sophisticated manner, e.g. integrated with local heat storage [118]. Finally,
distributed solutions are also a relevant option because they have both an impact on the electric system,
clustering all of them, as well as on the thermal system such as district heating in these countries where people
are connected to district heating while also having an individual heat pump which could be utilized jointly or
alternatively to the district heating; same hybrid mechanism could be developed with cooling as mentioned in
Section 3.2.1 [119].
Based on Bloes et al. 2018 [118] it is possible to argue that about 1.5% of heat is electricity based. At a
European level, this figure increases to about 12%, as shown in [120]. This means that the path towards
electrification of heating from a global perspective is still long and heat pumps as well as other power-to-heat
systems are quantitatively still small but continuously growing.
3.3.4 Power-to-commodities.
Further possible usages of excess electric energy are related to the production of a list of commodities, so
called power-to-X schemes, starting from liquid fuels which will help to decarbonize mobility, including the
fulfilment of aviation requisites [121], to desalination [122]. In general, looking at isolated microgrids we can
speak of multigood microgrids [123] where ice production for food storage as well as potable water pumped
from dwells or water desalination in desert areas are also taken into account. Among the more recent frontiers
we can consider energy intensive blockchain and bitcoin generation, which is currently exponentially growing
[124]. A detailed review of blockchain activities, which are relevant for the energy sector, together with the
opportunities, challenges and limitations, are presented in [125].

3.4 Storages
Storing energy is becoming more and more interesting in a framework of high efficiency energy systems.
Storage allows better management of energy systems since this mitigates the imbalances between demand and
production. For this reason research on storage opportunities is increasingly widespread. In the following
subsections, storage is discussed for each type of energy vector. Furthermore, the opportunities related with
storage in multi-energy systems are discussed in Section 3.3.4. Main storage characteristics for each type of
energy vector are reported in Table 3.
Table 3. Storage system characteristics
Types

Long-term

Aquifer, Pit,
Tank, Borehole
Sensible

Thermal
Short-term

Latent

Chemical

Electricity

Mechanical
energy
storage

Pumped Hydro
Storage (PHS)

Compressed Air
Energy Storage
(CAES)

Main characteristics
Requires large space or particular
morphological characteristics of
ground
High investment cost
Mature and widespread technology
More complex structure than the
sensible type
Requires further investigation to
become more competitive
Mainly laboratory scale
Requires further investigation to
become more competitive
Mature
Deployed worldwide
Long lifetime
Innovative smaller scale solutions are
under development avoiding
geographical constraints
Commercially mature technology
High power of charge/discharge.

Typical size [m3]

Energy density
[kWh/m3]

Magnitude of 103-104
m3

15-50

From 1 to 103 each

50

Mainly laboratory
scale

40-150

Laboratory scale

60-300

From pilot scale for
innovative
to GWs size for
consolidated
From 105 to 106

Ref.

[126,129]

1-2

[130131]

1-10

[131134]
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Many different typologies, from
Diabatic (external heat source
required) to Adiabatic (thermal
storage integrated), Isothermal (not
heating during compression),
Underwater (using hydrostatic water
pressure).
Flywheel

20-100

[131,
135]

Hundreds kW pilot
plant up to 5MW

30-300

[136,
137]

High energy densities

Pumped Thermal
Energy Storage
(PTES)

Electricity is stored indirectly as
thermal storage and temperature
difference is used to drive a heat
engine generating mechanical, then
electric energy.

Laboratory scale

50-60

[138140]

Mature and widespread technology

From small scale to
large MWs or
clustered up to 100
MWs currently under
construction

50-400

[141,
142]

High temperature
(such as sodiumsulphur and
sodium-nickel
chloride)

Molten salts are used as electrolyte
enabling high energy density and
power density

From laboratory scale
up to MW size

100-300

[131]

Flow batteries

Ions moving through an
electrochemical cell, with membrane
selective to active ions, and contained
in liquid electrolytes stored in tanks,
decoupling energy from power

From laboratory scale
to MW

20-30

[143,
144]

Metal air batteries

High potential for large energy
density but requires further
investigation to become more
competitive

Laboratory scale

200-800

[145]

Commercially
deployed for transport,
up to MWs size

10-30

[183]

MW size integrated
with wind generators

10

[146]

104-106

11

[147]

Supercapacitors

Accumulating positive and negative
charges, being faster than
electrochemical technologies

Superconductors

Current passing through a
superconducting coil generates a
magnetic field

Electrical

Gas

From small scale to
100kWs fleets
clustered in large scale
of 10s MW size

Liquid Air Energy
Storage (LAES)

Conventional (i.e.
lead-acid, nickelcadmium, nickelmetal hydride,
lithium-ion)

Electroche
mical

Good solution for high power density,
release in short time periods and
frequent

Depleted cavern, aquifer, salt
cavern

Mature, low cost and long lifetime

3.4.1 Thermal storage
Storage is an essential technology for wisely managing energy vectors; overviews can be found in [148, 149].
Benefits of thermal storage in thermal networks are mainly related to the increasing flexibility offered by
storage installation. These lead to various consequences, such as:
 reduction of generation unit size and pipeline diameters;
 when DH is connected to different heat sources, storage allows selecting more flexibly the plant to be
used, by reducing usage of low-efficiency plants, such as boilers, and increasing use of RES relieving
the effects of their intermittent characteristics;
 in DH systems, when fed by CHP plants, they enable the shifting of electrical production when electric
costs are high, and allow a reduction of the unit size of the generation component. Moreover, it
furthers the integration of solar thermal power.
 Concerning the infrastructure design, it is possible to reduce the dimension of the pipeline or, at
constant pipe dimension, to increase the number of connected users; it also leads to a pumping cost
reduction
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When electricity and heat grids are connected by power-to-heat technologies, the overall efficiency
can be increased by transforming electricity into heat and storing heat as discussed in Section 3.3.4.
Storage connected to DH networks can be divided into two main families: short-term storages and long-term
storages. The first is the daily storage, used in order to move the daily thermal peak to fill the daily thermal
lows. For this aim, water tank storages are usually located along the network. Long-term storage concerns the
possibility of storing energy in the season when it is available (heat in summer and cold in winter) in order to
use it when the request is high (heat in winter and cold in summer). Seasonal storages are particularly suitable
in the case of solar power or waste heat exploitation. Long-term storages can be divided into various types
depending on the construction, location and heat storage medium. These can be tank, pit, aquifer or borehole
storages; a review can be found in [150]. The main difficulty of using storage systems in DH is the necessity
of large spaces for the installation of both the storage itself and its components. This can be challenging in
densely populated areas, where DH networks are usually located. In case of seasonal storages, another
drawback concerns thermal losses, which are not negligible (energy and exergy efficiencies of the order of
60% and 19%, respectively, are expected [151]), due to the long storage period. Heat in long-term thermal
storages is usually stored at low temperature because of the lower thermal losses [152]. This usually requires
the installation of additional components to increase the temperature of the stored heat in order to reach the
heat transfer fluid within the network. Heat pumps are particularly suitable to increase the temperature of the
heat transfer fluid [153]. In case of low-temperature DH, the installation of heat pumps should be avoided, as
shown in [154, 155]. If the benefit of seasonal storage is undisputed, as shown among others in [156, 157],
because it allows using heat that otherwise would be lost, they should be further investigated in order to
minimize the thermal losses.
Latent heat storage and chemical storage for DH are still used at a laboratory level. Latent storage, reviewed
in [158], has great potential because of the higher thermal density compared to sensible storage but low thermal
conductivity is a limiting aspect for its use [159, 160]. Applications in DH are provided in [161-162]. In
particular, it has been shown in [162] through a CFD model that latent heat storage is particularly suitable to
be used in building substations at the secondary sides because of the lower temperature differences compared
to the primary side. From an economic viewpoint, a techno-economic investigation [161] shows that LH-TES
cost 4 times as much as a water tank TES (about 10 €/kWh), but the cost become only 1.5 times higher in case
of low-temperature networks.
Chemical storages have the advantage of high thermal density and very low thermal losses, but they require
further research before being commercialized. Applications of chemical storage for DH can be found in [163166].
Several TES installations can be found worldwide in DHC networks. In Turin, a capacity of 15,000 m3 is
installed as centralized TES, while in Saint Paul, Minnesota more than 15,000 m3 are installed [167]. Various
installations are located in campuses; among them the Alamo Colleges [167], Cornell University [168] and
University of Nebraska-Lincoln [169]. Some of the largest installations of long-term TES can be found in
Marstal [170] (tank and pit, more than 15,000 m3), Friedrichshafen (tank 12,000 m3) [171], Rockstock
(aquifer) [172], and Alberta (borehole) [173]. Costs are about 30 €/m3 for water storages, while chemical and
latent have so far been more expensive, and further research activity is required to make them more
competitive.
3.4.2 Electric storages
When looking at aggregated numbers, electric energy storage is by far dominated by traditional pumping hydro
technology with about 97% of the overall stored energy capacity. Nevertheless, considering the role of electric
energy storage in the decarbonisation of the electric energy market, there will be a large increase in other
technologies; a number of operational projects are ongoing [174] and installations are expected to grow
significantly, being tightly related to the renewable energy trend. Electrochemical storage is leading this
improvement both with its rapidly improving performance and costs reduction, expected to fall by 50% and
more by 2030 [175].
Storage can be applied to a wide range of services depending on the adopted technology performance. On the
one hand, there is grid-connected storage for services ranging from large-scale bulk, e.g. time shift and capacity
supply, to ancillary services, e.g. regulation, reserves, and voltage support, to distribution and transmission
infrastructure services as well as smaller scale helping consumers manage their energy, e.g. increasing
renewables self-consumption. On the other hand, there are off-grid applications which need batteries, as well
as the transport sector.
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Many of the storage technologies can be synthetized as [176]2. The most widespread technologies are described
in Table 3.
Given the high number of services which can be provided with electric energy storage, as mentioned above,
there will likely be a role for many of the listed technologies depending on the way their technical specifications
match the market requirements. Studying them from the viewpoint of integrating energy infrastructures, the
following key aspects are listed:
 Size; both in terms of potential energy stored and potential power instantly released; this means that, on
the one hand, some technologies are suitable for being integrated at distribution or even at transmission
level, and some large-scale facilities have been deployed up to 100MW size, possibly in a very short
time (as 100 days for Tesla in Australia [177]). On the other hand, small-scale batteries could be deployed
at small consumer/prosumer level that could be clustered to create a large storage capacity as a virtual
power plant. This could also be done clustering electric vehicles and using them as storage when parked,
vehicle-to-grid, and commercial solutions have already been deployed with electric companies joining
forces with electric vehicle manufacturers [178].
 Energy and power density; these are important, respectively, to save space, as in mobility, and to ensure
high power quality providing large discharge currents and fast response time, as for frequency control
application.
 Lifetime; some electrical storage systems, such as the electrochemical ones, have a performance decay
faster than others, like the mechanical storage. Therefore, their performance curves, charging and
discharging, vary continuously as a function of the charge/discharge cycles. After a number of cycles
they may not be able to fulfil certain performance requirements but they can still comply with others,
e.g. used electric car batteries that could be recycled for static application of load shifting.
 Storage efficiency and duration; in this case the amount of energy taken from the grid is higher than what
is actually stored and such efficiency often depends on the state of charge of the energy storage systems.
The same happens at discharge level where the released electric energy is less than the stored energy and
depends on the state of charge. Furthermore, duration is also an issue because stored energy will decrease
over time.
 Electric energy storage; this can also be applied as a hybrid solution where batteries guaranteeing
complementary performance are coupled to provide the best feature of each one, such as flywheel,
supercapacitors [179] or superconducting magnetic energy storage for fast response [180] coupled with
another type, such as lithium-ion batteries, in order to sustain the response for longer, depending on
market needs. In addition, hybrid configurations are an option where thermo-mechanical solutions like
CAES or LAES could be integrated with power cycles like natural gas combined cycles [181].
Finally it is worth highlighting the importance of thermal management in electric energy storage systems;
depending on the temperature of the processes taking place it may be needed to remove or provide heat.
Looking at this solution, and not only focusing on electric energy storage perspectives but on the overall
integration of energy systems, e.g. when thermo-mechanical processes such as CAES and LAES are
involved, waste heat [182] or cold, e.g. Liquefied Natural Gas [193], could be integrated or the electric
storage system could be considered for heat/cooling loads fulfilments [184].
Among the largest electrical storage installations are two CAES systems, McIntoch and Huntorf [185], in the
US and Germany, respectively, and various battery fields [186, 187] (Dalian, Jemgum, Jamestown,
Modesto). Pumped hydro storage is very widespread; China, US and Japan are the countries with the highest
installed capacity, with a total capacity of 80 GW [188].
3.4.3 Gas Storage
Gas storage has various advantages:
 It is usually built as a security reservoir. It represents a surplus of gas that can be used in case of supply
problems, such as upstream or downstream failures.
 It allows balancing the demand evolution, i.e. the difference in consumption over the seasons
 It makes a country or company able to better negotiate prices.
Concerning long-term storage, natural gas stored in the gaseous phase is considered the most economical way
to store it [34]. The most widespread type of gas storage is the depleted caverns. These are empty natural gas
Chemical storage, namely power-to-gas or other commodities (power-to-X), has been discussed separately especially
because of its impact on the infrastructure interconnection.
2
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or oil fields and are usually of large volumes [189]. Another possibility consists in using aquifers that have
particular morphological characteristics [42]. In the US, salt caverns can also be used for this purpose. In order
to make them available, salts must be removed by using wells to inject (and afterwards extract) water where
salts dissolve [37]. These are often used to bridge the gap between the demands in different seasons. Several
installations are present worldwide for all the types cited [190]. Depending on the type, the cost of gas storage
ranges from 0.15 to 1 $/m3 [191].
Short-term storage is exploited in connection with the trading possibilities. Among the various options are
liquefied gas tanks [192], hydrate-based technology [193] and the line-pack effect.
3.4.4 Storage towards integration of energy networks
In a framework of multi-energy systems, an important point concerns the selection of the energy vector for the
storage. When energy vectors must be converted into another type, it is possible to choose to store energy
before or after the conversion. Furthermore, it may be useful to convert one energy vector into another just to
increase the storage performance. In this framework it is interesting to make a comparison of various kinds of
storage: heat, electricity and fuel.
Thermal energy storage has various advantages compared to other storage systems which makes it attractive.
Indeed it is generally less expensive [194] (investment for electricity storage 170 €/kW for thermal 0.5–3 €/kW
[195]).
Another important point is to avoid round trip conversion losses typical of PHES and CAES [196].
Nevertheless, electrical storage has high flexibility [197].
Conversion of electricity into thermal energy can be appealing to increase the storage efficiency. Heat pump
energy storage (HPES) can be used with this aim (technology cost is about 35 €/kWh [198]). Electricity surplus
can be converted into heat (and cold); when electricity is required, heat is transformed into electricity by using
the reverse cycle used for the charging process (as discussed in Section 3.2.4).
Alternative energy storage consists of modifying the network request, i.e. demand response. The concept of
demand response was coined in the electric field representing a promising option to meet renewables
fluctuations due to the progress on information technology, control and data science; it allows a better use of
transmission and distribution networks, increasing overall system efficiency [199]. However, some recent
works show the interest of demand response in thermal networks [200-203]. Demand response in DH systems
(also called virtual storage) consists of modifying the settings of the heating systems in buildings: the time the
heating systems are switched on and off or the set point temperature. This leads to a modification in the thermal
request evolution; peak cuts from 5 % to 25% and primary energy savings of 3.5% to 5 %, respectively, in
cases of small and more advanced changes, as shown in [200-203]. Clearly, it implies the presence of a proper
tool for the evaluation of the user thermal consumption evolution; recent proper models for large thermal
networks are provided in [204-206], while the generic topic is reviewed in [207]. At the level of energy
infrastructure integration, interactions between electric and thermal/cooling demand response could play a
crucial role. A combination of thermal and electric demand response represents a further variable that could
be utilized to reduce primary energy consumption and/or operating costs, linking the two infrastructures in
addition to the connections they already have to gas. It should also be noted that shifting the requested load
from one network to the other implies an intrinsic increasing degree of inertia related to the possibility to
postpone the energy vector usage. In order to do so, intelligence in the electric grid and in the building
management system is required and ad hoc control techniques need to be developed to ensure comfort while
shifting the load. This should also include the legacy of old control systems, both radiators and HVAC systems
[208].

4

Future energy systems
4.1 Renewable energy penetration
Exploitation of RES has been increasing in the last 15 years, thanks to both research advances and tax
incentives. The trend is +5% per year [209]. The main issue related with the integration of RES into multienergy systems is the unpredictable and intermittent characteristics of this kind of source. For this reason,
proper considerations have to be made while designing the network because of the need for solid base load
supply. An important point for optimal integration of RES in the networks is the use of storage to take
advantage of excess production during times of additional demand as discussed in Section 3.3.1.
RES can be used to produce electricity, heat and gas.
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Electricity: solar sources (converted using photovoltaics and solar thermodynamic technologies), wind
energy, hydroelectricity, geothermal sources, ocean energy, biomass and biofuel. RES are generally
highly variable with time, non-dispatchable with limited control and have low capacity credit in
particular on the power system planning [210]. It has been demonstrated in [211] how combinations
of the sources will decrease the problem. Adoption of energy storage systems or controllable dispatch
loads [212] can be used in order to balance electricity generation. In smart grids, the integration of
control, communication and metering are crucial for RES integration. This enables the connection of
heterogeneous types of energy sources with AC or DC grid by converters, by achieving an optimal
extraction of power from the sources, operational scheduling of demand and request and control of
transients [213].
 Thermal energy: thermal solar, geothermal heat (with or without use of heat pumps), heat from bodies
of water, biomass and biofuel. The integration of RES in DH networks results in low-grade energy in
the supply line. A review of the integration of RES in DH is provided in [214]. Intelligent control of
RES is fundamental in order to avoid over-generation that would lead to a higher return temperature
with consequent lower overall performance [215].
 Gas: biogas from various types of vegetables and wastes. Some examples are food waste, biomass
waste, biomass, algae, animal and breeding waste.
In terms of smart energy system planning, the high cost of RES plants can make them non-competitive when
selecting technology compared to traditional plants, such as cogeneration plants [216]. However, when
emissions are taken into account when choosing generation units, renewable energy sources are found among
the suitable technologies [217].
A further point concerning RES’s integration deals with the potential of the users to also become producers,
i.e. the so-called prosumers. The integration of prosumers in energy infrastructure need proper control systems.
In the case of electricity, integration of prosumers is common, while in thermal networks this is less common,
with two exceptions. The first one concerns industrial plants fed by thermal networks which may release waste
heat. The second one concerns buildings with solar collectors installed on the roofs, which in certain conditions
can supply the DHC network.
4.2 Waste energy exploitation
In industrial plants, fossil fuels are usually burned in furnaces in order to produce high-temperature heat. This
heat is used only partially, at high temperatures, while a percentage is wasted. The potential recovery of heat
in industrial plants that otherwise would be wasted has been estimated at 420 trillion BTU [218]. In China, it
is believed that about 50% of the total energy used in industrial plants is wasted, frequently in the form of lowtemperature waste heat [219]. In Europe, the current excess heat potential from electricity production and
industrial processes exceeds the total heating demand of all of Europe [220]. Integration of waste heat in DH
systems is discussed in various papers, such as [221, 222]. Generally speaking waste heat with medium to high
exergy content can be conveniently recovered for electricity production, while lower exergy waste heat can be
used for covering a heat demand typically combined with DH.
The fist DH demonstration project using multiple sources of waste heat from a copper smelter is presented in
[223], where waste heat can be considered a suitable technology for providing base load. In [223] Fang et al.
also discussed the potential of usage of two or more low-grade waste heat flows from industry, at a temperature
between 20 °C and 90 °C. A key issue is the distance from the heat sources and the consumers. Other types of
industries that are particularly suitable for integrating with DH are [224]: mineral manufacturing (20–50% of
the energy consumed in this sector in the United States is lost as waste heat [225]) and cement production (a
research study on a cement plant shows that about 50% of the heat used in the process had been wasted [226]).
Examples of use of waste heat from mineral manufacturing and cement production can be found in [227] and
[228].
A holistic approach for an efficient integration of low-grade industrial waste heat in DH systems is shown in
[221]. Results show the increase in energy efficiency of the plants and the reduction of pollutant emissions.
Integration of system design and land use has been studied in [229] to develop a network by including a costbenefit assessment considering both an inventory survey and a geographic database. This allows evaluating
the potential of waste heat exploitation by reducing pipeline length (and therefore investment costs) and
decreasing CO2 emissions.
Another point related to the use of the waste for energy production concerns the use of municipal solid waste
as a fuel. This can be used in both a DH context and for electricity production. A review is proposed in [222]
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to clarify the perspectives in terms of heat recovery from waste in Europe. Among the works related to the use
of various types of waste materials (municipal waste, wastewater, farming waste) for electricity production it
is worth considering [230- 234].
This resource is particularly suitable in DH, particularly in low-temperature DH, where also poor exergy heat
can be significantly exploited. In fact, a reduction in the supply temperature can give a significant increase in
the performance. Energy and exergy assessment of a DH system is performed in [235] by changing supply
temperatures. Results show that when the supply temperature is reduced from 95 to 60 °C, the final exergy
efficiency of the systems increases significantly from 32% to 39.3% in the proposed application. It has been
quantified how these benefits of low temperature exceed the cost of such a transformation by a safe margin
[236].
Similarly, small reductions in DH return temperatures make the exergy performance increase by various
percentage points (e.g. 3.7% through a reduction of 3°C in the proposed application). In particular, a decrease
in the water temperature on the return DH network pipeline is particularly suitable for the long-distance
delivery that can be a crucial problem while integrating waste heat [223]; indeed usually industrial sites are
located in different areas than the urban centres.
4.3 Towards Multi-Energy Systems
Multi-energy systems, whose networks (Section 3.1), energy conversion units (Section 3.2), and energy storage
(Section 3.3), have already been discussed, face large challenges related to their optimal management and
design. The energy conversion units should be coordinated with the transmission and distribution networks of
energy vectors (gas, heat/cooling and electricity) in order to meet the demand. The latter keeps increasing its
intelligence and capabilities to be controlled in a demand response fashion and actively add energy as a
prosumer, becoming itself an energy conversion unit, at either small or large scale such as in the case of
industrial facilities. The above-mentioned chain should be designed and operated in a way that the overall
primary energy and/or economics are optimal while maintaining system stability and fulfilling all these
constraints deemed fundamental for the overall system integrity.
In this way, there are many possible elements to optimize and they depend on which part of the overall system
is taken into consideration, as well as the chosen point of view, and whose revenues to maximize. Once the
objective function has been defined, constraints will be introduced accordingly such as accounting for energy
vector balances and curves of the characteristics of energy conversion units [237]. Energy network balances
and constraints also need to be formalized in order to provide stability to the system and avoid inconveniences
such as overload in certain network regions [238]. In addition to optimizing the management there could be a
need to add extra constraints related to national policies, to electricity and gas prices as well as fiscal incentives.
The combination of these elements along with the presence of long-term storage and other kinds of inertia will
help to solve large problems at once without focusing only on the single time step [239]. The problem is often
non-linear because of the performance curves of conversion systems, which are often complex systems, or the
regulatory and fiscal constraints (often non-linear and non-convex) as well as the inertia which implies nonlinear time dependence, making the optimization problems difficult to solve, e.g. seasonal storages which bind
a long period of time to be solved at once [240]. Moreover, as further explained below, the uncertainties related
to future fuel prices play an important role in any attempt to identify an optimal solution. State-of-the-art
tackles such challenging Mixed Integer Non Linear Problems (MINLP) by means of convexification and
linearization techniques, piecewise discretizing the performance curves or dividing the problem into small time
steps to deal with transients and more generally formulating the problem in such a way that it resembles the
problem with a satisfactory degree of accuracy while ensuring feasible solutions [241]. Such a solution should
be found within a time frame allowing the implementation of the results into production plans consistent with
the actual needs. In addition to optimal design, yearly optimization problems need to be solved to determine
the yearly costs, which are needed to determine the cash flow of the design solutions. The latter will vary with
the number and typology of conversion units which are discrete and vary non-linearly depending on size. The
overall design problem is therefore highly non-linear, non-smooth and non-continuous [242], thus a masterslave approach with a meta-heuristic algorithm, e.g. genetic, could be utilized to call optimization problems
for each different design and assess the optimal configuration [243]. Furthermore, when making decisions
related to optimal design, the K-best near-optimal solutions could also be assessed to help the decision makers
by providing an overview of the best alternatives [244].
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Uncertainty has largely increased its impact on the overall integrated energy system due to the growing
renewable energy sources affecting first and foremost the electric system, and as a consequence the thermal
and gas systems. The last two have so far been less affected by renewables, e.g. some solar thermal and biogas,
so their connection to the electric system brings further uncertainty consequently influencing the demand. This
paper has so far discussed the so-called deterministic problem. The level of complexity for the solution of the
same problem under uncertainty is surely higher and an increasing number of researchers are working on such
topics. A comprehensive overview is provided by [245] where the uncertainty is dealt with by “tweaking”
heuristically the deterministic formulation so that uncertainty can be handled, e.g. via stricter constraints than
needed, in a conservative fashion thus reaching a sub-optimal solution. The three families of optimization
methods utilized to deal with uncertainty are:
 Stochastic optimization (scenario tree), which discretizes the continuous stochastic parameters into a tree
of scenarios, in whose nodes uncertainty is assumed to be known. This approach means de facto solving a
very large deterministic problem and the main challenge consists of defining a scenario tree which
represents properly the underlying uncertainty and its compliance with the accuracy of the deterministic
model approximations,
 Robust optimization, which defines the more adverse scenarios provided by the uncertain parameters and
determines the solution accordingly, regardless of the probability of them occurring. Therefore it is often
too conservative because it aims at covering also too unlikely events. Many robust optimization approaches
thus introduce parameters aiming at controlling such degree of protection,
 Chance constrained optimization deals with a trade-off between objective function optimal value, e.g. cost,
and robustness of the solution with the introduction of probabilistic constraints.
All these techniques have traditionally been applied to electric infrastructure and generation due to their less
predictable nature and faster dynamics compared to thermal and gas networks with their slower dynamics and
intrinsic capability of being stored, possibly by the network inertia. A deeper integration of the three energy
infrastructures will on the one hand help smoothen them and on the other hand increase the computational
effort due to larger deterministic problems.
When it comes to the design of long-term strategies and scenarios such as identifying pathways to affordable
100% renewable energy solutions, all the uncertainties mentioned above relevantly question the scientific
relevance of searching for one optimal solution. Such theoretical considerations are discussed in [246] leading
to the conclusion that a simulation approach makes more sense. Additionally, in [247] it is discussed how to
tackle the huge long-term uncertainties in the inclusion of fuel prices as well as electricity prices regarding
exchange of electricity between countries and/or regions. Any kind of modelling must include all relevant
sectors and storage types in order to be able to identify suitable and affordable solutions [248].
As shown in Fig. 4, in addition to the multiple interconnections between the infrastructures, each of them is
currently facing an evolution which goes towards multigrid interconnection solutions also involving vectors
of the same type. A multi-microgrid power system is a well-accepted paradigm and the scientific community
is currently exploring the possible architecture of effective and reliable micro-grid clusters [249]. This is due
to the massive deployment of renewable energy sources which inject electricity in the grid in a distributed
fashion. The same shift from hierarchical large scale towards small infrastructures can happen at thermal side,
often when pre-existing infrastructure allows such micro-grid interconnections to compensate over- and underproduction of heat or when establishing a market starting from bi-lateral ones [250]. This is also true in a green
field scenario with lower district heating temperature and an increasing rate of distributed generation of heat
and the prosumer’s role [251], via small CHP or HP, where the micro grid could also be utilized as indirect
storage of renewable energy both thermal and electric. The same concept is still far from being deployed in
the natural gas network because of its intrinsic centralized nature, which will need a massive deployment of
power-to-gas units and/or bio-methane production plants. The last level of interconnection would be at a higher
level and at an international scale. It depends on the nature of the energy vector; for example it is intrinsic in
the current nature of the natural gas grid where thousands of kilometres of gas pipelines are utilized to balance
the primary energy demand with offers [252].
It is also true for the electric energy where electric grids in countries balance in real time the whole continent
frequency enhancing the overall reliability of the system where several hundred megawatts of power outage
in an extremely restrained region could be handled at continental level and large inter-area frequency
oscillation in phase opposition could be measured at the other extreme [253]. Interconnection is very important
to avoid extreme events such as blackouts [254] and to the challenges related to increasing shares of noncontrollable renewables in the energy mix but could also be developed to transfer electricity from one region
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to the other on a market basis. For this reason underwater (High Voltage Direct Current) HVDC cables have
been deployed in several regions of the world with case studies even pointing at connecting North America
with Europe and the socio-economic benefits of more than 100 M€ they could bring [255]. The overall
integration could also include the thermal networks at town level where each of these networks could be
interconnected to the electric grid via power-to-heat devices and CHP units that could shift from electricity to
heat generation and vice-versa. A fully integrated system would then require the development of solutions
capable of tackling such challenging and large problems ranging from the need for dealing with large pipeline
systems, heat and gas [256], to the need for finding effective aggregation methodologies while mapping energy
district loads [257]. The impact on the security [258] and the energy consumption at national level have already
been studied [1, 206] with promising results such as 75% carbon emission reduction and more than 20% peak
shaving.
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Fig. 4, Towards future multi-energy systems
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This paper aims at reviewing the current status of energy infrastructures, considering electricity, thermal and
gas systems. The following aspects are investigated:
 Description of the energy infrastructure from a technological and modelling point of view:
o Networks: gas pipelines, electric grids and district heating networks.
o Components used to convert the energy vectors: gas-to-heat, gas-to-power, power-to-heat and
power-to-gas technologies.
o Energy storages.
 Integration of renewable sources and energy recovered into the energy systems
 Evolution of energy infrastructures towards multi-energy systems for pushing energy decarbonization.
Multi-energy systems is a fully multi-disciplinary research topic requiring a definition of a common
basis for achieving problem solution. Current research trends are investigated, showing the
opportunities for enhancing the results at all scales.
The analysis shows that despite various similarities, electricity, thermal and gas networks have different
characteristics and face different technical challenges, and therefore the technological aspects and the
modelling approaches are different. From a modelling point of view approaches are significantly different
since non-linearities are due to different phenomena. Multi-energy modelling should focus on methodologies
that effectively tackle transients coupled problems. This represents one of the main goals for future research
in multi-energy systems.
The manuscript also highlights that energy infrastructures, when interconnected, allow increasing efficiency
by reducing primary energy consumption and pollutant substances emissions, enhancing energy storage
exploitation. In order to reach optimality of scheduling and design of such integrated energy systems,
furthermore under uncertainty, the mathematical problem results challenging; the more accurate and
comprehensive the model is the more the non-linear, non-convex as well as high number of variables is.
The proposed review revealed various research lines that should be taken into account in the future:
 Analysis of network integration into multi-energy models with the aim of understanding the effects of
dynamics on sudden conversion of energy from one form to another. For instance, effects of
conversion of electrical energy into thermal energy should be analysed by considering the network
dynamics.
 Investigation of potential for using combined strategies for the management of different energy vector
infrastructures in order to achieve efficient multi-energy systems. For instance, joint optimization of
district heating network with electric and gas network, interconnected via flexible power plants.
 Study of the possible interaction between agencies managing various energy vectors to promote
combined management of multi-energy systems.
 Investigation of design techniques for new energy infrastructure (or expansion of existing) by also
taking into account the infrastructure related to other energy vectors.
 Large scale mixed integer non-linear optimization problems under uncertainty, ranging from
mathematical methods to simplification approaches.
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Highlights
A review of separated and integrated energy infrastructures (EI) is here presented
The main components in EI are networks, energy vector conversion systems and storages
Electricity, thermal and gas facilities are increasingly interconnected
Transition towards multi-energy systems is changing conception of EI
Trends, technology and modelling aspects are here investigated

